CHAPTER IV
SOCIALISM   AND   EARLY   PROPAGANDA
In this broad earth of ours,
Amid the measureless grossncss and the slag,
Enclosed and safe within its central heart,
Nestles the seed perfection.
walt whitman.
from my own experience, and as a consequence of my changed
religious outlook, I, quite early in my life, became interested in
political and social questions. Merely to reject certain theological
doctrines which previous generations had accepted, did not appear
to me to be a sufficient or satisfactory philosophy of life. In so far
as those doctrines were thought to be untrue they had of course to
be abandoned; so much at least was required by loyalty to my own
conscience and to truth itself. But what then ? Was there not a
creative as well as a critical obligation ? And if the old theories
and conclusions were not convincing, must not better explanations
of social disorder be sought? That poverty, ugliness, and sin
existed I knew by bitter personal experience; but were these
afflictions removable by man's enlightened effort, or were they
permanent torments which man had to endure? The prevailing
opinion was almost wholly on the side of their permanence. Had
not God made man in His own image, and therefore perfect ? Had
not all his needs been provided for? And was it not true that if
he had obeyed the divine command he would have avoided the
burdens of poverty, pain, and sin ? These punishments had rightly
descended upon him because he had chosen evil rather than good;
and he could be delivered from them only by God Himself. The
most that man could do was to pray for forgiveness, and hope for
happiness in a better and brighter world* Was this doctrine of
human helplessness true ? If it was, man should, of course, devote
himself almost exclusively to the selfish business of making safe
his own soul. 'There is nothing worth a thought beneath, but
how we may escape the death, that never, never dies/
Youth is seldom depressed over a long period of time, and my
recovery from the spiritual torpor induced by this fatalistic teaching

